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A five-year glaciological program, the deep ice coring project at Dome Fuji, Antarctica, 
was started in 1992. Dome Fuji is a station located at the second highest dome in East 
Antarctica (77°19' 01 "S, 39°42' 12"E, 3810m). In 1991 and 1992, the 32nd and 33rd 
Japanese Antarctic Research Expeditions (JARE-32 and JARE-33) extended new routes 
from Mizuho Station to Dome Fuji about 1000 km inland from Syowa Station (FUJII, 
1992; KAMIY AMA et aL, 1994). In 1993-94, three oversnow traverse were carried out 
by JARE-34 (MOTOYAMA et aL, 1995a). Shallow ice coring of 112 m deep and 
casing of the borehole at Dome Fuji were carried out from December 1993 to January 
1994 by JARE-34 (MITTOYAMA et aL, 1995b). In 1994-95, four oversnow traverses 
were performed by JARE-35 (SHIRAIWA et aL, 1996). JARE-35 constructed the 
buildings of Dome Fuji Station in the 1994-95 season (SHOJI et aL, 1996). In 1995 -
1996 JARE-36 first carried out the wintering for deep ice coring at Dome Fuji Station. 
Glaciological and meteorological observations were also carried out during that period 
both at the station and along the 1000 km long traverse route between Syowa Station and 
Dome Fuji Station (AZUMA et al., 1997). 
In 1996-1997 JARE-37 carried out the second wintering for deep ice coring at Dome 
Fuji Station. The observations started by JARE-36 were basically continued. In addition, 
� few kinds of observations were newly started. Oversnow traverses carried out in this 
period were listed in Table 1-1. Table 1-2 shows the glaciological and meteorological 
observations conducted in the oversnow traverses. The participants and their assignments 
in the JARE-37 program are listed in Table 1-3. Glaciological observations at Dome Fuji 
Station are summarized in Table 1-4. 
We would like to express our sincere thanks to all members of JARE-37 who extended 
generous and long term support in the field work. 
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Table 1-1. Oversnow traverses carried out by JARE-37 from December 1995 to 
February 1997. 
Traverse Period Traverse Route Distance Participants Oversnow Vehicle 
No. from to from through to (km) 
1-a 25Dec 1995 14Jan 1996 S16 DomeF 1000 14 SM50(3),SM100(3) 
-b 26Jan. 1996 5Feb. 1997 DomeF SI6 1000 ,5 SM50(2), SMIOO(l) 
2-a 18 Nov. 1996 20Nov. 1996 DomeF DI andD2 DomeF 90 3 SM100(2) 
-b 23Nov. 1996 26Nov. 1996 DomeF D3andD4 DomeF 90 3 SM100(2) 
-c 29Nov. 1996 30Nov 1996 DomeF D5 andD6 DomeF 90 3 Sl\1100(2) 
-d 4Dec. 1996 6Dec. 1996 DomeF 130km East DomeF 270 3 SM100(2) 
-e 16 Dec. 1996 19Dec. 1996 DomeF 150km SSE DomeF 310 3 SM100(2) 
-f 22Jan. 1996 DomeF Fuji Divide DomeF 110 2 SMlOO(l) 
3-a lOOct. 1996 2Nov. 1996 Syowa DomeF 1032 5 SM100(5) 
-b 8Nov. 1996 27Nov. 1996 DomeF Syow a 1032 5 SM100(4) 
4-a 30Dec. 1996 2Jan. 1997 DomeF Mizuho 730 3 SMlOO(l) 
-b 2 Jan. 1997 6Jan. 1997 Mizuho DomeF 730 5 SM100(3) 
5-a 8Jan. 1997 20Jan. 1997 DomeF S16 1000 5 SM50(1), SMlOO(l) 
5-b 25Jan. 1997 8Feb. 1997 DomeF S16 1000 8 SM50(3), SM100(3) 
SM50 and SMlOO are types of oversnow vehicles. The number of each vehicle is shown in parentheses. 
Traverses 4-b and 5-b were joint travel with JARE-38. 
For location of each site, see Figs. land 2. For location of the sites Dl-D6, see Table 3-3. 
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Table 1-2. Gl aciological and meteorological observations during the oversnow traverses. 
Item Interval Traverse No. Main observers 
Snow accumulation along routes * 2 km 
Stake farm and stake row 
Snow sampling 
1 and 3 
I-a and 5-b 
2-e and 5-b 
1 
Kameda, Nakamura and Fujita 
Fujita, Kameda and Narita 
Fujii and Li 
Pit observation of deposited snow 
Surface snow density 25 km 
Fujii, Li and Fujita 
Fujita and Kameda 
Set-up and maintenance of AWS 
Meteorological observations 
1 and 5-b Kameda, Fujita and Nakajima 
Radar sounding of the ice sheet 
1, 3 and 5-b Nakamura, Narita, lkegaya and Nakajima 
2,4 and 5-b Fujita and Fujii 
A WS: abbreviation of Automatic Weather Station 
Dr. Kameda is a member of JARE-36. Dr. Li is an exchange scientist in JARE-38. 
Mr. Nakajima is a member of JARE-38. 
* Data were published in Azuma et al. (1997) 
Table 1-3. Participants of the oversnow traverses and their as s ignments in the JARE-37 
program. 
Name Assignments 
Leader, Glaciology 
Deputy leader, Medical doctor 
Traverse No. 
I -a. 2-f, 4-a,b, 5-b 
1-a. 2-b, d, 4-a.b, 5-b 
Yoshiyuki FUJII* 
Shigehito YONEY AMA* 
Hiroyuki IKEGA YA* 
Yasunao NAGATA* 
Kenji TANIGUCHI* 
Masaaki MIYAKE* 
Kunio SHINBORI* 
Kazuo KAT AGIRI* 
Shuji FUJITA* 
·Meteorology. Radio Communication I -a. 2-c, d, f, 5-b 
Mechanic 
Mechanic 
Cook 
Glaciology (ice coring) 
Glaciology (ice coring) 
Glaciology 
Masamichi NAKAMURA** Meteorology 
Naoto FURUKI ** Mechanic 
Akiyoshi TAKAHASHI *** Glaciology (ice coring) 
Tomohiko INABA *** 
Norio IKEY A** 
Akihiro NODA* 
Akihito KAWANA**' 
Osamu NARITA** 
Observer 
Logistics 
Logistics 
Upper atmosphere 
Meteorology 
*: Overwintering party at Dome Fuji Station in 1996 
**: Overwintering party at Syowa Station in 1996 
***: Summer party 
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I -a. 2-a, e, 5-a 
1-a, 2-a, c, 4-a,b, 5-a 
I -a, 2-b, 5-a 
1-a. 2-e, 5-a 
1-a, 5-a 
I -a, 2-a-e, 5-b 
I-a. b 
I -a, b, 3-a, b 
I-a, b 
I-a, b 
3-a. b 
3-a, b 
3-a, b 
3-a, b 
Table 1-4. Glaciological observations carried out at Dome Fuji Station in 1996-1997. 
Item 
Snow accumulation measurement (36-stake farm) 
Surface snow density 
Snow sampling 
Air and aerosol sampling 
Pit observation of deposited snow 
Snow temperature 
Sublimation from surface snow 
Radar sounding of the ice sheet at the coring site 
0 
Interval 
15 days 
seasonal 
monthly 
monthly 
seasonally 
10 minutes 
seasonally 
Jun. 1996- Jan. 1997 
500 km 
Fig. 1. Location map of the traverse route. 
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Main observers 
Fujita 
Fujita 
Fujii 
Fujii 
Fujii and Fujita 
Fujita 
Fujita 
Fujita 
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Fig. 2. Location map of the traverse routes around Dome Fuji Station. 
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